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In Freshman Greek we learn that "The goods of friends are common" But...

Do We Have a Common Good?
Meport on Open Foiity Meeting with | 

Dean Carey and Assistant Dean Miiler|

Last Tuesday at an open session of Polity, Dean Carey and 
Assistant Dean Miller were present to address student concenn; 
ibout the sexual assault reported on campus two weeks ago.

The meeting, which lasted two hours, yielded no new infor-
mation about the particulars of the case. Dean Carey leiterate^ 
hat the accused student left entirely of his ow'n accord, and that 
he College's investigation of the event was terminated at th^ 
ime. Everyone pre.sent agreed that the preservation of confe 
ientiality was of the utmost importance, not only because of th^ 
:riminal investigation taking place, but because of the sensitive 
latuns of such an incident. r,

Instead. Dean Carey, Polity members, counselors Jan Boyer 
md Jan Arsenault and the eight students present discussed th® 
more universal issues of campus atmosphere, student safety ai^ 
student responsibility. Questions about the role of the admini^ 
ration in campus life were raised again, especially as regards 
reporting problems like drug use and violence. Students con-? 
Firmed that they felt uncomfortable 'ratting' on fellow student 
For perceived lifestyle choices; Dean Carey countered that 
Ignoring such problems is irresponsible to the community. A 
mediation committee of the Student Review Board was sugges!^ 
id as a possible solution, but no definite proposals were made. 0 

In response to the sexual assault is.sue. Dean Carey said that 
he handbook next year would contain a more e.xplicit definitinn 
)f rape, and that the orientation program would continue cp 
include a segment on the prevention of acquaintance rape. 
FTampus security, in an independent move, has been increased to 
24 hour coverage.

By  Caro lin e  Knap p, '00
I'll confess right now that until last week 

I had never been to a Polity meeting.
I am informed that the meeting that I did 

attend was abnormal, in that almost all of it 
was spent discussing problems that could 
not be solved by the disbursement of funds 
or the granting of a charter. In fact, the 
meeting was less like a "student council" 
meeting ("The Decorations Committee 
reports that they bought 12 packages of 
streamers last week...") than a rather disor-
ganized seminar, led by Dean Carey and 
Polity President Sue Walker.

The details of what was said during the 
course of that discussion, like those of any 
seminar, are difficult to express outside of 
their context in the conversation. Most sim-
ply, the picture that emerged of campus life 
was one of prevalent alcohol and drug 
abuse, sporadic student-on-student violence, 
and a portion of the student body that feels 
isolated and sometimes fearful. Obviously, 
most people are not faced with any of these 
problems very often. I know that I've man-
aged to get through a year and a half here 
without being seriously affected by any of 
these.

But it seems to me that the willingness of 
the majority of the student body, including 
myself, to overlook such problems may be 
part of their root. Somehow this campus 
has developed the attitude that even individ-
ual attempts to address problems like alco-
hol abuse are holier-than-thou, patronizing, 
inappropriate to the all-opin- 
ions-are-valid attitude of the 
conversation. This code of 
total acceptance is then sup-
posed to make of this school 
a community.

Evidence suggests that it 
has instead made an environ-
ment where a small minority 
of students feel comfortable 
threatening other students 
with violence, dealing and 
abusing hard drugs, develop-
ing a chemical dependence 
on alcohol, and, for at least one person, sex-
ually assaulting another student.

I cannot imagine that anyone faults the 
woman who was assaulted for drawing the 
line of acceptability where she did. By call-

ing the police and notify-
ing the administration she 
made a statement that her 
body was her own to 
govern and that she 
demanded respect for her 
will.

But where do the rest 
of us draw this line? Do 
we demand that other stu-
dents respect only our 
physical safety? Our 
property? Or do we 
require that they respect 
the ostensible goal of this 
education -to "bring stu-
dents into the community 
of inherited customs, 
intellectual traditions and 
spiritual ties" (Student 
Handbook 1997-1998, 
p.l)? Are we willing to 
define acts of destruction 
and disrespect as detri-
mental to that goal?

It seems clear that in 
the classroom students 
willingly hold themselves 
and others to this last set 
of standards. Nearly all 
opinions are tolerated, 
but nothing that destroys 
the ability of the group to 
communicate is permit-

ted. Generally, it is fellow 
students, not tutors, who 
enforce the conduct necessary 
to maintain the delicate bal-
ance of conversation. Almost 
universally the attitude seems 
to be that we must all protect 
the right of every student to 
participate in the group effort 
that is our education.

That students are willing, 
even sometimes insistent, that 
this standard should be aban-
doned outside the classroom is 

not terribly strange. Trying to keep oneself 
and others mindful of such a goal for only 
two hours in seminar can be exhausting. 
But in such seminars are the most transcen-
dent moments of this education. If we

would make this campus into a true commu-
nity, we must face the question of what the 
handbook calls our "common good" and 
what it requires of us. If we continue, as 
now, to allow those who insist that we need 
not have a common good to rule the floor, 
for fear of being 'judgmental,' then we 
resign ourselves to an environment of dis-
comfort for many and of real harm for some.

I am not sure of all the requirements of a 
"common interest". It seems to me that it at 
least includes a response to this article. I 
hope that we can all agree, in light of the 
events of two weeks ago, that there is a 
problem. And at the very least this paper 
needs more letters to the editors, and this 
campus needs more students at Polity meet-
ings. Please, let us begin the conversation.

Somehow this campus 
has developed the 

attitude that attempts 
to address such 

problems are holier- 
than-thou, patroniz-

ing, inappropriate to 
the attitude of the 

conversation...
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Counterpoint, or "Down with Big Brother!"

By  Kyleb  Wild , '99 Reason or Policy?
An incident occurred last semester 

which has given me much thought. It 
involved a student being accused of dealing 
drugs. The particulars and the individuals 
in the situation are not of interest to me at 
the moment, only one facet of the situation 
is the focus of this letter. On December 8 
the college community received a letter 
from Dean Carey addressing the incident. 
The course of action taken by Mr. Carey is 
described: the police were notified, an offi-
cial investigation by detectives followed. 
The result - “The detectives found no evi-
dence of drug dealing. The college then 
undertook its own internal investigation”. 
Being a member of Polity, I was treated to 
a special meeting with Mr. Carey to discuss 
this incident. I asked Mr. Carey, once the 
detectives had completed their investigation 
and “found no evidence of drug dealing”, if 
he was under any legal obligation to pursue 
the incident further. Mr. Carey stated that 
he had no “legal” obligation, but he was 
convinced that he had a “moral” responsi-
bility to the college community to under-
take a further investigation. This decision 
is what I am addressing here.

My suspicion is that this view which 
Mr. Carey holds, and he is not alone, is 
either partially based on “Am I my broth-
er’s keeper?” and its implications, or other 
theories of social responsibility. I do 
understand the desire to help someone 
when we see him in need, or even the 
desire to offer advice to someone who we 
believe is headed in a dangerous direction. 
Unfortunately I too often see people who, 
basing their actions from this “helpful” 
desire, take it upon themselves to forcibly 
make another person’s decisions for them.

I have always recognized that I am 
rather conceited and proud. I tend to 
believe that when someone disagrees with 
me, or orders their lives under different 
principles than mine, it is usually because 
they are wrong. I have my beliefs, and I 
will risk my own life to live by them. 
However, even though I have enough faith 
in myself to put my life into my hands, I 
would never dare to risk someone else’s 
life by forcing them to adhere to my princi-
ples. I am perfectly willing to take the 
responsibility of leading, and possibly 
destroying, my own life; but with the 
knowledge of human fallibility and error at

my disposal, the thought of tearing the 
responsibility of another’s life from their 
hands, and placing it under my beliefs - for 
good or ill, is a feat that not even my inflat-
ed pride can aspire to.

I believe that adults have the right to 
drink or smoke, and get drunk or stoned, it 
is not my place to live their life for them; I 
have enough trouble with my own. When 
someone spends the night drunk and wakes 
up with a hangover, he has not damaged 
my life in any way that would give me the 
right to snatch the bottle from his hand. I 
might, however, feel the justification to 
mention that there are more enjoyable 
things to do in the evening. Offering 
advice does not usually infringe on some-
one’s rights as a human being (certain 
door-to-door religious groups may make 
you feel otherwise at times), forcing action 
and beliefs on someone however, always 
affects his rights; so you had better have an 
extremely good justification for doing it. If 
he gets drunk and destroys something of 
mine, then I have a right to claim just pun-
ishment for the consequences of his 
actions, but not before I am directly affect-
ed by these actions.

If someone reads Machiavelli’s Prince 
and thinks it might be fun to take over a 
country but does not find the time to do so, 
I gain no right to say he should be punished 
for reading this book because of possible 
results. If, after reading the Prince, he 
starts killing off all the existing heads of 
government, I grant that it would probably 
be a wise decision to take some form of 
action at that time against that particular 
individual. However, banning Machiavelli 
and taking it upon myself to decide that no 
one should be allowed to have any chance 
of being influenced by that devious genius 
is a right that no individual has. Advising 
your friends to be wary of Machiavelli is 
fine, burning all copies of Machiavelli to 
“protect” people from themselves is a dan-
gerous overreach of power and right.

We have all read “Thou shalt not judge” 
(except maybe some freshman). For some 
people this is enough to convince them to 
stay out of other people’s lives, obviously 
not everyone finds this observation satis-
factory. I personally believe that while 
judgement is necessary for survival, I am 
not granted the “right of intervention” by

that judgement. A disturbingly popular 
idea -that if someone is doing something in 
the privacy of his own home that “I certain-
ly would never”(whether it involves drugs, 
the gender of his lover, the book he is read-
ing, or the thought he is thinking)- lets 
these “I’d never” people, who feel that they 
have a moral responsibility to “save” every-
one who does not share their personal 
beliefs, grant themselves the right to perse-
cute those “deviant others”.

To believe you are right is one thing, to 
believe that your idea of right could possi-
bly apply to all people in all situations is 
quite another. One of the most dangerous 
events that can affect a community is the 
acceptance that individual beliefs of right 
and wrong unconditionally apply to the 
“good of the whole”. A potentially fatal 
blow can be dealt to a community if the 
power to judge and execute is placed in the 
hands of someone who can not distinguish 
between what is good for me, what is good 
for you, and what is good for the whole. I 
hope that this situation has not occurred at 
St. John’s, and it is entirely possible that it 
has not. I may be able to be accused of an 
exaggerated and totally irresponsible misin-
terpretation of events; I would even prefer 
to be proven wrong in this instance. If I am 
not mistaken however ... Like I said 
before, I had always thought of myself as 
proud, arrogant, and judgmental. Now I am 
beginning to think I don’t even have the 
faintest resemblance to these traits; some-
body might even mistake me to be humble, 
-comparatively speaking.

If I have misrepresented your actions 
and intentions Mr. Carey, then please do 
not take this personally; if I haven’t, then 
please do - and reflect upon the distinction 
between “legal” and “moral” responsibility 
as you perform your duties as Dean. While 
you fulfilling the legal of responsibilities of 
being Dean I do understand that it would be 
tempting to use your position to have a 
“positive influence” on the community by 
imposing your own individual opinions of 
morality now that you have the opportuni-
ty; but ethics and morality must me taught, 
not forced. The only way to convince me 
to agree with and follow any opinion, is 
with reason, not policy.
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The following was received via fax on February 17, from Annapolis junior Derek Alexander:

Westward Wagons Ho!, or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Annapolis
Sunday, March 1st, the complexion of 

Santa Fe will change. Girls with makeup! 
Guys in Gucci [sic] loafers! Johnnies with-
out piercings! It means one thing; 
Aimapoloids. Lots of them.

We, two vans full of Annapolis Johnnies, 
are sure looking forward to the first week of 
March. Why? Because we're going to meet 
all of you, of course. We'll drive nonstop, 
36 hours, from Annapolis to Fe, arriving 
Sunday morning, March 1st. We'll crash, 
get used to the thin air, and say, er. Hello!, 
or something.

We come to have a good time and see 
Monte Sol, and eat chili, and all that tourist 
stuff. We come to prove the possibility of 
interplanetary travel. We come because

By  Shane  Stump , '01
Here in the sky lies an infusion of the 

peaceable kingdom, not distant nor beyond 
the blackness but here in the enchanted 
hardness of the land. Today I hiked up the 
slopes of unweary truth; the steep incline of 
mountains rose from the sea. Sweat drips 
from my head and between my thighs and I 
feel the pull of gravity negotiating this 
ascension by way of burning calves and 
fiery images of the rattle and hum left 
behind. The heights become transparent in 
these evaporating moments. There is a des-
tination in mind , a site to unload the awk-
ward packs, unload the unconscious buzz 
from the paved roads leading to this majes-
tic simplicity; it is on the sandy edge of an 
undamned creek, beneath the sheltering 
branches of indomitable empowering oaks. 
A sight undesignated by the treaties of man, 
a base to reconnoiter the unraveling threads 
of the great askewed transgression to which 
I am a seam. But I don't want to rant on 
about the devolving cultureless culture to 
which I am now, here in the pure mountains, 
distant from.

The baby King snake sits in the middle 
of the trail, but does not tempt me with any 
apples or imply the flowering disaster of my 
sins. Instead, the snake lets me picture the 
Eden of my surroundings and the rhythm of 
our common ground. The rhythm is audi-
ble, in high frequency, rushing down the 
gorge in crystal absolution on one of it's 
many legs to the Pacific stretching wide and

your Housing Director is outrageously kind 
and hospitable. We come to throw an 
Annapolis Waltz Party after your last semi-
nar on Thursday. (Yes, Chris Gillen and the 
Waltz Committee are coming. More to the 
point, the CD collection is coming.)

The vans we'll be driving (not trusty ol' 
Arete and Thumos, I'm sorry to say, but 
rented Dodge Caravans) will be at our dis-
posal all week in Fe. So if you want to 
show us where the best chili is, or need a 
ride to the grocery store, just let us know 
oncewe're there.

We'll head back to Annapolis after the 
Waltz party, leaving Friday morning.

Thanks in advance for having us! We'd 
love to have you over here someday!

Big Sur
beyond. The rhythm is constant receding up 
the canyon walls, sweeping through the 
canals of my flesh, seeping into every fiber, 
fortifying the heaven at my feet, the only 
heaven I can aspire to know.

Short of breath -such is human frailty. I 
accept our tender shortcomings -our tender 
feet, our thin flesh, our preoccupation with 
destruction. It's all grist for the heart 
crushed by the mill of truth. I stand now on 
level ground, perspiring with joy. I can see 
the ocean trapped in the V of these moun-
tains holding their ground against the 
immensity of it all. There is no land that 
time forgot, time is begotten from the exis-
tence of the land. Land is not formed over 
time, time is formed in the land. The two 
are forged without barriers, without distinc-
tion. Everything is the catalyst and life 
encircled, entrenched, dispersed by this 
everything wrought by the land of time.

The hiking is easier now along the ridge 
and the pace is smooth. The anticipation is 
now gone because we are here in this 
unmarred land among singing life. This 
place where the onslaught of man halts in 
these waning moments of a puzzling centu-
ry, these type of places are termed "wilder-
ness". The root being wild, and the folly of 
man seems apparent to me here in this piece 
of wilderness. I reckon "tameness" would 
be the antonym of “wildness”. Recognizable 
is the confusion of man and his dealings 
with nature through two word usages. The

Who are we? Well, coming on the vans 
are Noted Annapolis Celebrities;
Kathy Pluth (yes, your very own beloved 
Kathy), Tim Burton, Erika Nesse, Penelope 
Wade, Alex Berkobein, Talley Scroggs, 
Vira Feliciano, Hai Sun, Chris Gillen (That's 
right boys and girls, you may have Cobalt, 
but we still have Switchboard Chris), Nate 
Suma, Jodi Schneider, Lauren Connolly, 
Justin Naylor and yours truly, Derek 
Alexander
(I hear Keith Berner, Nathan Zweig, Will 
and Sasha Mudd, and Christine Love are 
coming out on their own, so you'll probably 
see them too.)

definition for “wild” reads; “Wild- 1.
Living in a state of nature and not tamed; 
Not disciplined; unruly; a gang of wild 
boys..” Whereas under “tame” we find; 
“Tame-1. Changed from the wild or savage 
state; domesticated; docile or submissive.” 
The land is tame in comparison to man who 
is wild. For in fact the land submits to its 
intended design, it is congruent with pat-
terns and cycles; death and resurrection.
The land is firm in its intentions and domes-
ticated in its wiU of equanimity and cultiva-
tion unto itself and all things within and 
upon it. It is truly man who is the epitome 
of "wildness" in his unruly thirst for domi-
nation, his undisciplined lust for imbalance, 
his confusion and his viscous exertions of 
greed. Man’s lack of continuity is incongru- 
ent to the pulse of the land. " Most men 
lead lives of quiet desperation", as Thoreau 
wrote. It is quiet no more in the screaming 
desperation unleashed from the masses in 
the wilderness of our lives. Onwards now, 
descending towards the cold clear creek and 
the native trout, I listen to the murmur, to 
the constant rhythm of the solemn and abid-
ing earth.

In the fading twilight of tonight's dusk I 
watch a brigade of vultures circling on top 
of one another, like a black tornado with no 
thrust or intentions to destroy. They seem 
almost surreal in the thick melting lavender 
sky. The vultures seem to be 
Continued on page 8
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By  Chris  Reichma n , '98
As a senior, I have noticed that some of 

my classmates have begun to enter into the 
mysteries of the most hallowed bond of hus- 
band-and-wifeiy. They enter into one of the 
most curious unions on the completion of 
the ceremony. It is almost as if there is a 
grand lodge of married peoples with all the 
intentional secrecy and mystical rites of illu- 
minati Masons. While they appear normal 
to the rest of us single folks, a transforma-
tion occurs to which we will never be privy.

Occasionally, single people will be 
allowed to witness the weakest spells of

gotten so used to it, that there must be some 
deeper meaning underlying this interchange. 
There has got to be, because he used to be a 
funny and original man. Perhaps he only 
does this when I am around, and it is some 
obscure code to warn her that I'm with him, 
and that she should slip back into her skin 
suit.

But let's not get hasty and forget the cere-
mony itself. After all, those vows are the 
closest things to magical spells I have ever 
witnessed. They have all the elements: 
strange hand signals by the black-frocked

marriage. I have seen almOSt US if there is tt . repetitious
some of the looks shot j i j r • j i meantations, the call-
between the eyes of my grand lodge of mamed peoples mg forth of a higher
married friends, and -with all the intentional Secrecy power, and then the 
have had inside jokes . i • ..physical
explained to me. One mystictd rUes of llluminotl ^nc
gets the feeling that as Masons. While they appear
soon as you leave their fiQf-jjial fo the rest of US single 
company, antennae rise „ .
from underneath the folkSy a transformation occurs
hair, their skins stretch fo which We wUl never be 
and burble in X-Filian
ways, and finally the pnvy.

bug-eyed monsters 
emerge to resume their married life.

I don't know about you—well, let's just 
leave it at that. Anyway, I have occasional-
ly used pretexts to search my married 
friends as casually as possible. With lines 
such as, "What's that in your hair?", and a 
casual straightening of the tie, I have done 
my best, dear readers, to determine if any 
physiological changes have accompanied 
the ceremonial vows. So far, I have come 
away empty handed, but I blame it on 
telepathy. Look at the way they act around 
each other, telepathy must be one of the 
powers granted to the betrothed. When they 
sit quietly, I doubt if they are bound up in 
their own thoughts, for, every so often they 
will cast an inscrutable gaze upon each 
other regarding some thought that has just 
passed between them.

One should also look at the strange 
games they play. One of the husband types 
of my married friends seems to get no end 
of amusement from calling his wife on the 
cell-phone from their driveway telling her 
where he is. This is not a one time affair— 
he does this at least a few times a week.
This is like re-reading a joke book. She has

contact. 
Who knows what's 
really going on here? 
Just listen to the 
expectant hush that 
comes over the 
crowd when the 
priest asks if anyone 
can find a reason the 
Sunday-best types 

should not weave their magical webs. 
Personally, it wouldn't surprise me if a 
demon gushed up from the earth.

There is also a strange 
longing for the single state 
of affairs after the ceremony 
ends. Husbands are notori-
ous for using their old bud-
dies as excuses to do things 
their wives normally don't 
sanction. When those hus-
bands go for a 'night with 
the boys', beware. They are making up for 
lost times, and your liver will pay the price 
if you go with them. Besides, they have 
somebody to doctor them in the morning 
while you hug the toilet bowl. I don't know 
if the archetype of the controlling wife still 
exists, but I do recall one of my altered 
friends telling me, "It is amazing how fast 
the ring moves from your finger to your 
nose."

I must admit that I have seen less of the 
female side of longing for lost singledom. 
Anyone who has ever been the witness to a 
bachelorette party, though, must surmise 
that it exists. Girls' nights out are, to all evi-

/ don 7 care what any-
one says, I never want 
to be in the bathroom 
while someone else is 

reclining on the porce-
lain throne.

dence, far more raucous than boys'. Said 
Robert Heinlein: "Men have shame, while 
women merely have custom." I have only 
heard stories from my friends who have 
become wives, but those stories beat most 
that I have.

Marriage also seems to grant amazing 
powers of endurance. A month or two is all 
it really takes to see all the parts of someone 
else you didn't want to see. And, I don't 
care what anyone says, I never want to be in 
the bathroom while someone else is recUn- 
ing on the porcelain throne. They also begin 
to pattern their lives very differently, and 
portions of their domicile take on bound-
aries. Ever notice how a husband or wife 
almost never sit in the chair or part of the 
couch annexed by the other? The things 
people learn about each other through mar-
riage seem mostly frightening to me. It was 
only through the wife of a friend that I 
found out that women actually do fart. One 
of our fellow Johnnies has told me that the 
only reason she wants to get married is so 
she can "slip into something more comfort-
able" on the honeymoon night, only to 
emerge from the bathroom in blue face 
muck and a mumu and tell her new con-
quest, "Here I am dear, better get used to the 
next thirty years." This seems somewhat 

more honest than the usual 
tales of eventual discovery 
I hear.

These and other tales, 
though, can only be the tip 
of the iceberg. Too many 
changes come over those 
bound by exorbitantly 
expensive rings to be 

explained by simple human secretiveness. I 
still go in for the aliens theory, and am wait-
ing to see a beast erupt from their stomachs.

Photo by Elise Legallo
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T,7(communication, and^our Questions ^nszvered
By Gabriel Gryffyn, '00

In the olden days, if someone wanted 
the answer to an imponderable question, 
they would pilgrimage to the nearest wise 
man —sometimes hundreds of miles—for 
the answer. Well, despite what some

Here’s the bad news: excommunication 
does not render you a non-Catholic. It 
merely means you’re a Catholic facing a 
mighty warm afterlife. And, You can’t 
have your name stricken from the Catholic

Johnnies think, this is the infor- "HoW Can I g©t membership rolls, because 
mation age, and one only needs there aren’t any such rolls.
to scan the net for the solution 
to such enigmas. But wait! / think yOU re
you say The intem., is uooav- „losing some- 
igable, how am I supposed to ^
translate 20 lines of Greek here.
AND have the hours necessary

The Church maintains no cen-
tral registry. They figure God 
can keep track. Irritating, I 
know, but this wasn’t set up to 
accommodate you.

Fine, you say, but I still
to wade through the debris to ^^COmWlini Cat I want to get excommunicated.
find the answers to life's mys-
teries? Well, grasshopper. on IS some-
that’s why I’m here. People thin^ the 
are always asking me the , , ,
weirdest questions, assuming i-^nUrcn VnreaV-
ril know the answers, so lg^5 yQu with 
have made it my mission not ^

OK-hold on-let me get out my 
Buckland’s Complete Book of 
Witchcraft. Gotta get this 
library organized. As revised 
in 1983, there are nine grounds 
for excommunication—physi-
cal attack on the pope, “violat-

only to leam the answers, but HOt vice Versa." lag the sacred species.
share them with you all. The 
best part is that you need only pilgrimage 
to your e-mail account and type your ques-
tion to:
vampyre@mailjsjcsf,edu 
For the technologically underprivileged, 

leave a question in the Moon mailbox, on 
the door of ESL 115.

Recently I have discovered that 
I’ve lost my faith entirely, and I want to 
proclaim my disbelief to the Catholic 
Church. How can I get excommunicated? I 
assume it’s not as simple as writing a letter 
(though this probably only means the 
church is more bureaucratic than most 
mail-order CD clubs). -Infidel

’’procuring an abortion, etc... 
all a little drastic. Your best bet is “aposta-
sy, heresy, or schism,’’canon 1364. 
Probably the simplest thing is to join the 
Presbyterians. Voila, latae sententiae (auto-
matic) excommunication. But I think what 
you’re after is an official pronouncement of 
excommunication (ferendae sententiae). 
Apparently the only way to do this nowa-
days is to make a conspicuous pest of your-
self. You could try establishing your own 
schismatic sect, or writing a published 
denouncement of the Pope and the Church 
s activities. Or maybe you could just 
become a closet Atheist.

Why exactly is a raven like a writing 
desk?

Dear Infidel:
I think you're missing something here. 

Excommunication is something the Church 
threatens you with, not vice versa. If you 
have renounced your beliefs, excommuni-
cation is likely to strike Church authorities 
as a waste of good holy water. However, if 
you re determined, canon law describes a 
number of situations in which excommuni-
cation is automatic. But these days formal 
proceedings are rare and reserved mostly 
for renegade clerics and such. (Too bad 
you weren’t around in Dante s time, when 
they were bigger on this sort of thing.)

-Not-so-mad-hatter

Dear Hatter,
This riddle is so famous that most peo-

ple have never heard of it (the apex of 
famousness in my mind.) For the oblivious 
masses, it is the riddle that the Mad Hatter 
poses to Alice during the tea-party in 
Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland. 
You’re thinking, EVERYTHING comes 
from Lewis Carroll. Why is this guy so 
influential? He spent his career writing 
nonsense!

Congratulations, Einstein. You’re start-

ing to catch on.
The Mad Hatter always speaks in non-

sense, and he gives Alice no answer at all 
to the riddle. But inevitably you get a few 
losers who say, well. Ok, but I still want to 
know why a raven is like a writing desk. 
♦Weary sigh* Guys! It’s a joke! The 
answer is that there isn’t any answer!

Oh, they say. Pause. But why IS a raven 
like a ...

People pestered Lewis Carroll himself 
about the riddle so much that he was 
moved to write the following in the preface 
to the 1896 edition of his book:

Enquiries have been so often addressed 
to me, as to whether any answer to the 
Hatter’s Riddle can be imagined, that I may 
as well put on record here what seems to 
me to be a fairly appropriate answer, viz: 
‘Because it can produce a few notes, tho 
they are very flat; and it is nevar (note: not 
a typo, nevar is raven spelled back-
wards) put with the wrong end in front!’ 
This, however, is merely an afterthought; 
the Riddle, as originally invented, had no 
answer at all.

Did this discourage people? No. They 
figured. That dope Carroll, he’s too dumb 
to figure out his own riddle. So they ven-
tured answers of their own, some of the 
more notable of which are recorded in 
Martin Gardner’s The Annotated Alice.

-Because the notes for which they are 
noted are not noted for being musical 
notes.

-Because Poe wrote on both.
-Because there is a B in both and an N 

in neither. (Get it? Aldous Huxley, 1928)
-Because it slopes with a flap.

Not bad for amateurs. But the real 
answer to the raven/writing desk conun-
drum, to which the careers of Poe and 
Carroll bear ample testimony, is that you 
can baffle the billions with both.
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By  Shawn  Watt s , '00 Ihcluin'/ Iporl/
Sports in the last week has been more somber than exhilarating. 

Two tragedies struck the world of sports. First, longtime baseball 
announcer Harry Caray died on Wednesday, February 18. 
Secondly, the most famous number 23 in basketball history 
announced his retirement on Tuesday, February 17.

The voice of the Chicago Cubs and, perhaps, the entire game of 
baseball, Harry Caray, died form heart complications that lead to 
brain damage. Caray was famous for his simplification of baseball 
and his ability to make the game fiin even through the radio. Caray 
was the fans' announcer. He took pride in his ability to interest the 
fans any game, even if the Cubs were losing badly, as they are wont 
to do.

In addition to the millions of fans that watched, listened to, or 
attended Cubs games as much to hear Caray as to watch the folly 
called Chicago Cubs Baseball, Caray left an announcing legacy. 
His son Skip has been the voice of the perennial powerhouse Atlanta 
Braves for 23 years. His grandson Chip will be the new voice of the 
Cubs.

Baseball won't be the same game it was when Caray called it, but 
those of us that heard him have the memory of his youthful passion 
for what really is a Uttle boy's game. His son Skip summed up his 
father's life best when he said, “Nobody got his money’s worth bet-
ter than my old man.” Ballgame’s over Harry. You played it well.

In other tragic news, the man responsible for maintaining the 
popularity of basketball past the Magic Johnson and Larry Bird era

played his last game. Not only did he make the number 23 the num-
ber of choice for every boy and girl who dreams of playing pro bas-
ketball, but he brought basketball to international fame. His intensi-
ty and drive left opponents in awe. He was an inspiration to his 
team and to the world. Good-bye Evan Skladany. You will be 
missed.

In other news, the NBA is getting more boring by the minute. 
No team is playing like they want to win, or, for that matter, play. I 
guess some teams still have good records. Those teams include the 
Bulls, Pacers, Jazz, Sonics, and the loathsome L.A. Slackers 
(Slackers translates into the Lakers for you L.A. fans who are too 
dense even to realize I am making fun of you and your team).

College basketball, on the other hand, is absolutely fantastic. 
The New Mexico Lobos are up to 9th in the polls. New Mexico 
should prepare for a disappointment. The Lobos are not as good as 
their record reflects. As soon as they get into the field of 64 and 
away from the Pit, they will lose. If they are seeded lower than 
fourth in the NCAA Tournament they will probably lose in the first 
round. If they receive the dreaded 5 seed, they shouldn’t even both-
er to show up.

The Duke Blue Devils and the Carolina Tar Heels are distancing 
themselves from the pack. They are clearly the best two teams in 
the game. If these two do not meet in the Championship game, 
everyone will be surprised.

Herr Feddersen Urges Editor to Gaze into 
"Black Mirror" of his Soul

Citing fact that he too wears pantihose

A Raving Complaint Which Accuses The Moon of Malicious Tinkering
By Rene Feddersen, '00

Ahem. I have submitted two articles 
concerning this year’s Reality to The Moon 
and have been horrified to discover, upon 
their publication, a mahcious attempt to 
ridicule my intentions on the part of the edi-
tors, especially by the Senior editor Evan 
Skladany. In the first article I attempted to 
1.) present the fteshmen and incoming JF’s 
with a short description of the ethos of 
Reality and 2.) stress the fact that this year’s 
party will cater to a more refined sense of 
“fiin” than it has in previous years. Indeed, 
we are planning an event of world-class 
amusement which will be wide in scope and 
musical in scheduling, and these ambitions 
have been woefully misrepresented by cer-
tain editorial tinkerings. The first came in 
the form of the outrageous headline, “Herr 
Feddersen to Engage in Mindless Fun on 
Reality Weekend” which attempted to turn

the principle message of my communique on 
its head. While I acknowledged that a mod-
icum of “mindless fun” will undoubtedly be 
present during the course of the celebration 
(it is, alas, unavoidable), what will distin-
guish this Reality from all others is that a 
rotting foundation of “mindless fun” will not 
underlie the structure of this year’s carnival. 
This warping, however, was but a prelude to 
the indignity which awaited me in the last 
issue of The Moon. In addition to a second 
audaciously misleading headline (in which 
my Germaimess was again mocked), there 
appeared, at the end of the piece, an 
appalling reference to swine: “Let’s help 
one another to make this a Reality where we 
can all be swine (I too, love swine).” I did 
not write this! I loathe swine, and certainly 
do not wish such revolting animals to be 
associated with any aspect of the Reality I

am tirelessly masterminding in every spare 
moment of my international and busy life. 
That the editor of a paper which is supposed 
to provide a forum for the college communi-
ty could allow himself to so skew the char-
acter of a submission by mahcious caprice is 
a horrifying notion, and as I wait with trepi-
dation to see if this very letter survives his 
sinister game, 1 am seriously considering 
other means of publicizing Reality. I hope 
that you, Mr. Skladany, will take a long look 
into the black mirror of your soul and realize 
the extreme offense you have given. Swine! 
Indeed!

Bihously,
Rene Feddersen

Sorry.
-The Editors.
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Big Sur
continued from page 4 
dancing on their rising thermals detaching 
themselves from earthly resolves. 
Entranced by these feathered creatures, I 
think maybe they would sail into the vast 
emptiness of the beyond if there were no 
need for the sustenance of flesh. Of course 
there is no escaping the role they play or 
anything plays in this eternal cycle of life. 
The buzzards advance down the darkened 
coast dissolving into my mind. At most 
times when I ponder or witness the flight 
of buzzards I want nothing more than to be 
transformed and initiated into the rights of 
their community, into their strange but 
seemingly altruistic duties of survival, to 
transmigrate into a silent soaring red 
cloaked epic being. But not tonight, tonight 
I don’t feel the pull from the buzzards, not 
to mean that I don’t heed their call, for 
since the great death of the flesh is 
inevitable I expect to truly join them. 
Tonight I am content with my humanness, 
content to embrace the elements of my 
reality, the crisp night air, the soft breeze, 
content to soar into my dreams warmed by 
our campfire. Actually I’ll be damned if 
i’m not happy to be a man tonight a man in 
the crux of nature, at the roots of the root. 
Tonight on my passage fading to a deep 
sleep I can only smile at the moment and 
those dissolving devourer’s of death feed-
ing on life.

This area in the lower end of Big 
Sur is impressive in so many ways; in its

rugged terrain rising straight out of the 
rocky coast, the coast itself strewn with 
elephant seals and tide pools that leap into 
the imagination. The roar of the ocean is 
constant, the teal colored waters splashing- 
spraying towards the auburn setting sky. It 
is a magical place that does not deceive, a 
place that speaks in tongues of peace, in a 
serene language profoundly soothing.

We make camp on the shores of salmon 
creek. I listen intently to the green and red 
rocks, to the rounded and fissured boulders 
that stand like sentinels guarding the 
secrets of enchantment, of longevity, of the 
truest truth. Every time I approach this 
track of pristine land I become jolted by 
something inherent to my existence, by an 
acceptance of the infinite sky, by a passion 
for the finite waters and the enduring trees. 
I become consumed by a fairy tale-like 
odyssey in quest for life, for trout, for the 
essence rattling beneath my bones. I feel 
strongly that I come nearer to the plateau 
of salvation, not salvation from life, or 
from death but the salvation of the 
moment, the salvation from my manhood, 
from the intellect that tells me I am a sepa-
rate entity fi"om these sycamores, from this 
soU, from these boulders ingesting my spir-
it. Maybe I come here to be taught, to 
attend the lectures of silence singing. 
Maybe I go to be a wealthy man, to be the 
richest man in the world, to digest the 
bounty clinging to the canyon walls, to 
once again realize I am alive.
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The Moon serves St. John’s College in
Santa Fe, New Mexico as an independent 
bi-weekly student newspaper. Opinions 
expressed here represent the views of 
their authors rather than those of the 
College. Issues are distributed at no 
charge to students, faculty and staff on 
the Santa Fe campus, and yearly sub-
scriptions can be obtained for $35. Tax- 
deductible contributions are welcome. 
We solicit submissions from all members 
of the College community. Staff and con-
tributors meet Tuesdays at noon in the 
SJC coffee shop. Material for the next 
issue should be submitted by 6 pan. on 
Friday, March 27,1998. INSIST that
work be submitted in text format on a 
3 Macintosh disk along with a typed, 
double-spaced copy including the 
author’s name and phone number. Hard 
copies without disks are acceptable in 
certain circumstances. The Moon 
reserves the right to edit and to reject 
any submission.


